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Stripping the Wallpaper 
 

Many times, I’ve heard people refer to “peeling back layers of an onion” as they find new 
revelations about themselves on their 12-step journey of discovery and recovery in OA. But a new 
analogy came to me the other day as I was stripping wallpaper in my home. My journey of discov-
ery in the 12-step program has been more like stripping wallpaper than peeling an onion. 

 

Why? 
1) With an onion, I know positively that the layers exist; but with wallpaper, I have no idea 

what lies below the visible surface. 
2) I can cut through an onion and the layers are there for my eyes to see, and even count. 

Not so for wallpaper. 
 

Recently, on HGTV, one designer gave the 4 steps of stripping wallpaper: 
  
 Score 
 Spray 
 Sit 
 Scrape 

 
 As I worked my way down the hallway, my mind pondered these words and here is the appli-
cation I found as they apply to my action plan in this program of recovery. 
 

Score:   
With courage, I need to make little openings in my protective wall so that the light of 
the Spirit may come in and that I might also be open to the help of others. 

 
Spray:   
I must saturate my mind and heart with God’s love, self love, positive self messages, 
and the positive words of other trusted people. 

 
Sit:   
I must wait and give time for my Higher Power, God, to help so that feelings, behav-
iors, and character defects can come into the light of day and the light of the Spirit. 

 
Scrape:    
I must participate in gentle and patient cleansing so that I find healing without mak-
ing additional scars on my heart. 

 
 My wrongs and defects need to come into the light of day and amends need to be made. This 
is conviction, which is loving and healing. But scarring is not appropriate, for that is condemnation, 
which is not loving. Thanks to God and OA, I have the rest of my life to practice the 4-S approach 
as part of my action plan for recovery. I am blessed and grateful. 
  

~ Gay L, Wichita 



The ABCs of  Recovery  

 

Action:   Movement. Read, study, go to meetings 

Believe:  Believe a Higher Power can help you 

Care:  Care for others and yourself 

Dare:  Dare to be free of  compulsive eating! 

Everyday: Every day is a new beginning 

Freedom: Freedom from fear of  failure 

Gratitude: Gratitude for each gift given 

Hope:  Hope for continued peace and serenity 

Intuition: Intuitively know how to handle a situation I once could not handle 

Joy:  Joy of  living 

Keep:  Keep coming back! 

Learn:  Learn and share 

Maturity: Maturity in managing program 

No:  No nonsense! 

Open:  Open-mindedness 

Prepare:  Prepare for today by having a plan 

Quiet:  Have some quiet time for reflection 

Recovery: Stay in recovery, one day at a time 

Stay:  Stay focused 

Trust:  Trust yourself  and others 

Useful:  Be useful 

Vigilant:  Be vigilant! 

Willingness: Willingness to work the 12-step program of  recovery 

X-Extra:  Extra nice to others 

You:  You give your friendship to others 

Z:   Just because it is the last letter, don’t close the door! 

 

 ~ Eva K, Wichita 

Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek 
and find all the barriers within yourself 

that you have built against it. 
~Rumi 



RELAPSE:  An Event Preceded by a Process 

 

1. Dishonesty (rationalization, minimizing, denying) 

2. Negative Self  Centeredness (self  pity, anger, resentments) 

3. Isolation (smugness, defensiveness, bored, loneliness, withdrawn, “I can do it alone”) 

4. Low Frustration Tolerance (snapping, impulsive, confused, uncertain, anxious) 

5. Anxiety (headache, sleep disturbance, vertigo, pacing, sporadic meeting attendance) 

6. Grandiosity (overconfident, tempting oneself, “I’ve got it made”, start self-help groups) 

7. Perfectionism (perfectionist, rescuing type behavior, co-dependent) 

8. There and Then Living (instead of  here and now, blaming, compulsive guilt,“what if ?”, 
acting according to “shoulds”) 

 

 ~ Bertie R, Wichita (jotted down at a workshop) 

How to Plan a Relapse 
 
With apologies to the original author of  these, whom I do not remember, I find these useful 
cautions in my desire not to relapse. 
 
♦ Get comfortable and out of  “action.” 
♦ Rationalize reduced footwork (OA, spiritual).  
♦ Rationalize extra food. 
♦ Stop or reduce number of  meetings. 
♦ Allow unexpressed feelings to eat at me. 
♦ Convince myself  that a small binge would not be so bad (I’m strong.) 
♦ Feel sorry for myself. 
♦ Cut myself  off  from friends and responsibilities. 
♦ Forget the terrible pain that compulsive overeating has cost me. 
♦ Discount myself  and my life as being unworthy of  the effort I need to stay abstinent.  
 

~ Phil L, Wichita 

When mind soars in pursuit of  the 
things conceived in space, it pursues 
emptiness; but when man dives deep 
within himself, he experiences  
the fullness of  existence. 

~Meher Baba 



ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Next Intergroup Meeting 6:30 PM June 14, 2011 
Intergroup Office, 7701 E Kellogg Dr Ste 635 

All are welcome! 
www.oawichita.org 

 

Mid-Continent Intergroup 
Treasurer’s Report April 2011 

 
Checking: 
Beginning Balance      $ 953.01 
 

Donations ($379.98)       
 Sharathon Reimb   $  50.00 
 Monday 10AM   $  40.00 
 Monday 5:30PM   $  43.28 
 Wed BB    $  24.75 
 Friday Noon    $  10.00 
 Sat AM    $  24.00 
 Mon 7:30PM    $ 187.95 
 

Expenses (-$312.42)                 
 Phone         -$ 52.42 
 Rent      -$260.00 
   
 

Net (Donations minus Expenses)   $ +67.56 
 
Ending Balance            $1020.57 

 
(Publicity Budget = $300; $106.27 remg) 
 
Sharathon  
Beginning Balance       $   592.00 
Income 2011      $+381.50 
Expenses 2011     $   -64.70 
Ending Balance     $  908.80 

MID-CONTINENT INTERGROUP OFFICERS 
(Terms are 2 years in duration, and are  

limited to 2 consecutive terms per position) 
 

CHAIRPERSON:    Deb S. 316-734-6790 (1st term, ‘09) 
VICE CHAIR:      Laura L.          316-684-5904 (1st term, ‘10) 
SECRETARY:         Mary M. 316-619-8140 (1st term, ‘08) 
TREASURER:         Gay                 316-260-5945 (1st term, ‘09) 
LITERATURE:       Barb H. 316-733-2136 (2nd term, ‘09) 
PILOT EDITOR:    Kirsten W. 316-214-9144 (1st term, ‘09) 
PARLIAM.:        Mary G. 316-652-8689 (1st term, ‘10)
Andy M. 316-613-9907 (1st term, ’09)          
 
All officers are willing to lend an ear for your concerns, 
comments and questions! Please thank them for their generous 

MYRTLE THE  
TURTLE: 

 

Team Y-O-U:   
Be a Fan  

of Yourself! 

If  pleasing people were the key to 
happiness, you would be happy  

for doing that by now. 
~Alan Cohen 

Ask Anna Nimity 

 
Dear Anna, 
     Why do they talk about surrendering in 
Overeaters Anonymous?  Isn’t that giving up? 
   Baffled 
Dear Baffled, 
 You are confusing surrender with 
submission.  
     Surrender means acceptance. Surrender 
means I’m willing to ask for help. Surrender 
means letting go of the vice grip I have on the 
steering wheel of my life (which always lands 
me in the ditch).  Surrender means allowing my 
Higher Power to work through me. 
    
          Yours in service, 
             Anna 
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